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A Bilingual Label from Lebanon
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

There is not much to say about this item except: “wow”! John 
Hotchner owns it, and kindly made it available to our readers. 
The cover is a rather mundane June 29, 1959 FAM 18 first flight 
cover from the US to Beirut, Lebanon that is shown full-sized. It 
is addressed care of General Delivery in Beirut. The cover was 

not claimed, a fact indicated by the wonderful bilingual label in 
French and Arabic. This label, from a country of origin unknown 
to either of us, fits very nicely into the study that Michael Meade 
and I have been presenting in this newsletter from 2009-20�0. 
Thank you, John, for sharing it.
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Seals (e.g., Christmas) on Covers
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

The question is this: Can or should seals, in particular Christ-
mas seals, be placed on the address side of a letter or card? Does 
it matter whether one is discussing domestic and foreign mail? 
Finally, are the laws that were extent at various times followed?

First, let me list the rules and regulations that I have man-
aged to extract from various Post Office Department and USPS 
documents. The earliest reference I have located is PB 9563 (July 
�0, �9��) which stated: “Effective now, adhesive stamps of any 
kind other than lawful postage stamps may not be placed on ad-
dress side of domestic mail matter. They are okay on the back if 
in form and design they do not resemble postage stamps, and do 
not bear numerals.”

This regulation was reversed temporarily in PB 9693 (Dec. 
��, �9��) which: “Suspends this effective now until Jan. �, �9�2.” 
Similar December suspensions of this ruling were noted in sub-
sequent Postal Bulletins (PB) in following years, as of Nov. 27, 
�9�2, Nov. 29, �9�3, Dec. 2, �9�4, and so on until �9�7. This 
suspension for domestic mail was not seen in the �9�8 PBs nor 
was it mentioned subsequently. 

Regarding the foreign mails, beginning in �9�2 and continuing 
until �953, the following statement was found in the yearly U.S. 
Official Postal Guides: “On Foreign mail, ‘Christmas’ stamps or 
other adhesive stamps or labels in aid of charitable objects may 
be affixed to the back of all articles, not the front. Otherwise, they 
were to be returned to the sender or to the Dead Letter Office.”

From �954 until the present, various documents such as the 
Post Office Manual (e.g., �962, section �4�.80) and the Domestic 
Mail Manual (e.g., �992, section �42.62) stated: “Pictorial seals 
or stickers that do not resemble postage stamps or bear numerals 
or other markings indicating a value may be fixed on other than 
the address side of the mail.” The International Mail Manual 
confirmed this for international mail by stating that if something 
was prohibited domestically, it was also prohibited in the foreign 
mails.

Were these laws and regulations followed? If they were, 
what would one expect? Essentially, it appears that it was never 
permissable to place Christmas or other seals on the address side 
of the international mails. Jim Forte, on his site, illustrates many 
examples (from �9�5 to the late �960s) of seals on foreign mail. 
Although many of his examples invariably had the seals placed 
on the reverse side, there were still a significant number that had 
them placed on the address side without any evidence that this was 
disallowed by postal authorities. That is, it frequently occurred that 

Figure �

this illegal placement was allowed. That this in fact was illegal is 
illustrated by the example shown in Figure �.

This example was a post card mailed in �929 from the United 
States to Germany. The card was franked at the 3¢ international 
post card rate, and carried a pair of �929 Christmas Seals on the 
address side. The seals were incorrectly placed as indicated by 
the handstamp (shown full size): ‘Christmas or other adhesive 
charity / stamps or labels placed on address side, / prohibited by 
country of destination / Forgn. Sec. �’.

The situation for the use of Christmas and other types of seals 
on United States domestic mail is equally inconsistent. The De-
cember ��, �9��, PB announcement and the subsequent reversal 
of this announcement for every succeeding year until and includ-
ing �9�7 suggests that their use on the address side of December 
domestic mail was allowed during these years. John Hotchner 
claims that he has almost invariably seen this type of usage.

Yet John owns the item in Figure 2, that was mailed on De-
cember 22, �9�4, at the 2¢ for up to one ounce rate as a drop letter 
within Madison, Wisconsin. The envelope has a �9�4 Christmas 
seal attached to the front and tied by an ‘UNMAILABLE’ hand-
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stamp. That is, the letter was labeled ‘UNMAILABLE,’ and was 
noted to be without a name (‘No Name’). Finally, a handstamp 
‘Stamps, other than postage / stamps, not permitted / on face of 
envelopes.’ The date of mailing, December 22,  along with the 
above quoted law, do not support one another. That is, because on 
December 22 it was correct to place this seal on the envelope’s 
front, it appears that the handstamps have been incorrectly applied. 
It is the only �9�0-�7 example known. 

   Figure 2

Unfortunately, because there are few examples of domestic 
covers with Christmas seals from November (Forte has no ex-
amples), this aspect of the possible adherence to the announce-
ments from �9�� to �9�7 (that is, seals could not be placed on 
the address side before the reversal announcements, usually in 
November) can not be verified with an example.

What can one say about domestic mail and seals after �9�7? 
Another perusal of Jim Forte’s stock of these covers finds that, 
after �9�7 and through the late �960s, most the domestic examples 
with seals carried them on the domestic side with impunity. John 
Hotchner claims that he has almost invariably seen this type of 
usage. 

That is, this reality noted on many usages that exist does not 
agree with the references listed above. On the other hand, we have 
the last example of an item from �969 that carried a sticker on its 
address side, and was returned as unmailable. This letter is shown 
in Figure 3. It is a November 6, 1969, domestic first-class letter, 
franked at the 6¢ for up to one ounce surface domestic rate. The 
Boys Club sticker placed on its address side was ‘...Not permitted 
on the Address side of the Envelope’ (handstamp shown actual 
size), and it was thus unmailable and ‘Returned.’

   Figure 3

What conclusions can I draw? Even though, after �9�7, there 
are official Post Office Department and USPS statements to the 
contrary, it would appear that almost invariably Christmas seals 
placed on the address side of both domestic and international 
U.S. mail were considered legal. Or, this illegal placement was 
ignored.

This is the last call to submit your exhibit application for the 
Rocky Mountain Stamp Show, May �3-�5 in Denver. The dead-
line is April ��. Details were given in my President’s Message 
in the January newsletter. If you need more information, please 
contact me. 

Our annual meeting will be held at the show. We will need 
volunteers to work at our table. We also have scheduled a “show 
and tell” session, along with a general membership meeting. Here 
is an opportunity to highlight and discuss unusual markings on 
covers in your collection. Knowledgeable collectors often can help 
with mystery markings. The Board also will meet at the show. I 
encourage all of you to attend our functions and the show.

The club conducted another “show and tell” session at Am-
eriStampExpo in Charleston, SC in February. David Eeles hosted 
the session. There were several unusual and interesting covers 
that were discussed among about �2 attendees. The session was 

deemed useful and informative. Thanks go to David for leading 
the session.

Congratulations go to Steve Volis, who received the Auxil-
iary Markings Club Award of Merit at AmeriStampExpo for his 
single-frame exhibit “Odessa: Clandestine Mail Surveillance 
�920-�940,” which also won a vermeil.

Vice-President Dennis Ladd has updated the index to our 
newsletter Auxiliary Markings.

The index now includes all issues from our first in 2004 
through the end of 20�0. This index can be accessed on our website 
www.postal-markings.org  I have used it several times, and have 
found it easy to use. It is invaluable for finding information on a 
variety of markings. Thank you, Dennis.

Anyone who would like to serve on the nominating committee 
for officers this year, please let me know as soon as possible, since 
I will be appointing members of the committee soon.

President’s Message
by Ralph Nafziger
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‘Damaged in Handling’ by USPS
by Tony Wawrukiewicz and Mike Ludeman

Between us we have a fair number of items from the mid-�970s 
to 20�0 that have been damaged in some manner by the US Postal 
Service. There appears to be two basic approaches to how they are 
handled and how the fact of damage is communicated, yet even 
these approaches seem to overlap somewhat. As we discuss the 
variations, the covers themselves will be reduced in size but the 
Postal Service messages will be shown actual size.

The first group we’ll look at (1) usually are items that were 
damaged and where some type of multi-line message was placd 
on the item that acknowledged the damage and apologized for it, 
and (2) where the message was placed at the post office where the 
damage occurred. The second group of damaged covers were sent 
to some type of distant central post office that handled damaged 
covers and then distributed them to the addressee.

Examples of the first group are shown first. The first item was 
mailed locally from Portland, OR. The �0¢ postage paid indicates a 
mid-�970s use. The message is a rather specialized one compared 
to others we will see: ‘We’re SORRY your / MAIL WAS DAM-
AGED, / “RECONDITIONED” / at PORTLAND, OR.’

  

Here are some interesting ‘Returned to Sender’ covers from 
my Transport Airmail collection and exhibit. All of these use the 
6c per ½ oz. concessionary or “servicemen’s” rate in effect from 
December 25, �94� until October �, �946.

Post-war mail of November �, �945 from Chicago to a Fleet Post 
Office via San Francisco. Returned because ‘This Unit Dissolved.’

April 30, �945 mail to serviceman in hospital. Returned 
because he had been discharged and returned to States.

APO mail via New York of November 28, �945, Returned 
to Sender. ‘Returning to US. Left No Forwarding Address.’

November 3, �944 APO mail to a John Wesley Wood. Returned for 
the most tragic of reasons, ‘Deceased.’ The ‘Verified, 1st Base Post 
Office’ signifies the reason is correct. This one has a letter from 
his mother inside which makes this cover all the more touching. 

Auxiliary Markings on 6¢ Transport Military Mail
by Steve B. Davis
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The next two items were part of the same mailing that returned 
bills to some unknown city. They were both probably damaged in 
the city of mailing, and the Postal Service in the city of mailing 
“repaired” the item, messaged an apology and sent it on directly 
to the addressee (like the Portland, OR one above). The messages 
are not identical which may indicate that one or both were locally 
produced. or that the regional or national source for them was 
not the same.

  

 

The first of the two items was mailed on August 12, 1986, 
from Spokane, WA, while the second was mailed on October 24, 
�986, in Colorado Springs CO. Although only one of the auxiliary 
markings actually specifies it, we suspect that the high-speed 
processing equipment was the cause of the damage in all of the 
first three cases.

        

 

  

The fourth example, a February 9, �994 letter from and to 
North Point, NC was like the first one. That is, it was a local 
letter that was damaged in the city of origin, had an auxiliary 
marking, ‘SPOILED’ placed in that city, and directly sent on to 
the addressee.

                   

We now show two examples of the second manner in which 
damaged covers of the time were handled. The ‘WE CARE’ 
wrapper below carried the Savannah, GA mail repair center item 
described on the next page. 
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The next two items that were damaged by the USPS were 
processed somewhere distant from the origin post office where 
the damage occurred. The first item, which is only partially 
illustrated to the right was first shown in issue #27, July 2010 
of Auxiliary Markings, on page 2. This December �999 dam-
aged item originated in San Antonio, TX, was damaged there, 
was repaired at the Savannah, GA mail repair center and then 
sent on to the addressee in Austin, TX (its ‘WE CARE’ wrap-
per is shown on the prior page). The second item below was 
recently (in November 20�0) damaged in Portland, OR, was 
sent for repair all the way to Philadelphia PA, and only then 
sent to the sender via a USPS ‘WE CARE’ bag.
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Star Route Auxiliary Marking
by Joe H. Crosby

When you see something you have never seen before, you just HAVE to buy it.  That is what happened recently when I found the above 
auxillary marking that mentioned a Star Route. I don’t recall ever seeing ANY marking that referred to Star Routes.  I am sure that will get 
all of you to dig yours out of the boxes and albums and send them to our Editor.  That is the way our wonderful hobby works.  As soon as 
someone says it is “rare”, 
or the “only known” he 
will be proven wrong, 
and I hope that I am 
proven wrong this time.  

 This postal card was 
mailed March 27, �90� 
from Natural Bridge, 
Va. (faint but legible 
CDS) addressed sim-
ply to Mr. E.G. Price / 
Salem, Ohio. The post 
office in Salem applied 
the two line purple 
marking quoted above 
to tell Mr. Price that if he 
wants his mail delivered 
promptly, he will tell his 
Star Route number to his 
correspondents and ask 
them to include it in his 
address. This post card 
and marking are shown 
actual size. 

‘To insure prompt delivery have your Mail / 
addressed to your Star Route Number.’

What is a star route? How is it different from a rural free 
delivery (RFD) route? How did each of these relate to rural mail 
delivery? One needs to ask the latter question because before �896, 
rural citizens of the United States had to go to the post office in 
nearby small cities, towns and villages to get their mail. That is, 
after �896, how was it delivered? I am indebted to Guy Purington 
who supplied much of the information I now present.

Prior to �845, the preference on contracts for the transporta-
tion of inland mail, other than by railroad or steamboat routes, 
was given to private bidders who offered stage or coach service. 
This was abolished by an Act of Congress on March 3, �845, 
which provided that the postmaster-general should lease all such 
contracts to the lowest bidder who tendered sufficient guarantee 
for faithful performance, without any condition except to provide 
for due celerity, certainty and security of transportation. These 
bids for such service became classified as “celerity, certainty and 
security bids.” Weary of repeatedly writing these words in ledgers, 
postal clerks substituted three asterisks— * * * —and the phrase 
“star route” was born.

Part of the discussion of star routes in the 1913 Postal Law & 
Regulations helps to clarify some matters. It states that star routes 
were, “Essentially, the bulk mail and postal supply distribution 
network between larger post offices and the smaller local area 
post offices around it. At this time, the most common network 
was mail comes in to a large office via RPO, gets sorted down 
there for distribution to smaller local offices by star route carrier, 
who picks their mail up and brings it back to the larger office for 

Star Routes Explained
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

onward transmission.”
That is, for years, star route carriers were not obligated to pro-

vide collection and delivery of mail matter to individual persons 
along their route. This changed with the star route contracts let in 
South Carolina effective July �, �900. These contracts had a bid 
with/bid without option for contractors to indicate whether they 
would provide box delivery upon patron request.

Within four years, this service expanded and evolved to the 
point where both delivery and collection by star route carriers 
became a mandatory contract specification for all contracts in 
all parts of the country. On the other hand, RFD, which was in-
troduced in 1896, and which used U.S. Post Office Department 
employees, was, from its inception, entirely focused on direct 
mail delivery to patrons in the rural areas of the United States. 
Therefore, the two services differed in that the main service of 
star routes was/is always to function as the bulk mail and postal 
supply distribution network between larger post offices and the 
smaller local area post offices around it, while the RFD service was 
entirely devoted to local, rural delivery. Yet, as we have seen, both 
services, as early as �900, delivered extensively to farm owners 
and other rural patrons.

In fact, using the Postmaster General Report of 1905, we find 
that approximately �62,000 local star route deliveries occurred 
in that year. Dividing this number by the 5,700,000 farms that 
existed at the time, one determines that in �905 about 3 percent 
of rural deliveries were by star routes.

(Continued at bottom of Page 9)
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Basic Special Delivery markings
by Dennis Ladd

There are many basic markings that are found on US domes-
tic special delivery covers that indicate the special aspect of the 
letter. Here I am showing some of that variety on ordinary and 
airmail special delivery items from �940 until �958.  Any cov-
ers reproduced are smaller than actual size, but all markings are 
illustrated full-size. 

The March 8, �950 Appleton, WI special delivery cover shown 
below is typical of the type of cover in this small collection. The 
3¢ Prexy issue pays the 3¢ for up to one ounce domestic surface 
letter rate, while the remaining �5¢ pays the special delivery fee. 
This cover is typical in that the sender typed ‘Special Delivery’ 
on the cover, and then the Appleton post office worker placed a 
“SPECIAL DELIVERY’ handstamp.

        
         

           Appleton, WI �950 

The following two items are probable private labels that I 
found placed on airmail special delivery letters.

 

          Detroit, Michigan �940 - St. Louis, MO �95�

           
        

  
           Detroit, MI �940

The next two markings are on a �940 airmail special delivery 
letter, and originate from Chicago. The airmail marking may be 
a private one.

                          
     

  

    

  
         Chicago, IL �940

        
 

  Rehoboth, Delaware �940

        
  

   

    
     Kansas City MO �94�  

           
        
 
  Washington, DC �943 - Santa Monica, CA �953

        
     

      Washington, DC �949 

        
          

               Orange, NJ �949 - St. Louis, MO �95�
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           El Paso, TX, �95�

           
               
          

                 St. Louis, MO �954

   
        

    
    San Francisco, CA �956 - PO Marking

   
 
 San Francisco, CA �956 - Private Marking

 
 

        San Francisco, CA �956 - PO Marking 

Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

As usual, this will be the last issue received by those who 
haven’t pay their dues. The yellow marker and the year 2010 
on your address label are your notice. I know how easy it is 
to neglect to do this as January comes around. When I myself 
forget, I usually try to protect myself from a similar failure 
next year by paying two years’ dues.

As I was writing the seals article on pages 2-3 in this issue of 
Auxiliary Markings, John Hotcher sent me a copy of the cover 
illustrated below, an item typical of the items that are found in 

his multiple award-winning exhibits, for instance, “20th Century 
US Auxiliary Markings Documenting Delay of, or Inability to 
Deliver, the Mail.” In the exhibit he comments concerning the 
cover below: “The only reported example.” Now there are two 
covers known with this auxiliary marking.

Because they represent new information that has been located 
through primary research, I am especially pleased to present three 
articles in this issue of Auxiliary Markings: (�) Seals on Covers, 
(2) Star Routes Explained and (3) ‘TEST’ Mystery Solved.

(Continued from Page 7)
Star routes became known as Highway Contract Routes (or 

HCRs) as of �970, and have increased in importance (for direct 
rural deliveries) through today. RFD delivery also continues 
today.

Purington reported that he knows of only one correspondence 
where any type of auxiliary marking handstamp was used that 
referred to a star route. This is mail to Mr. E.G. Price of Salem, 
Ohio. Joe Crosby’s example is from this correspondence. Consid-
ering the number of direct deliveries that occurred to rural postal 
patrons via star routes, it remains a mystery why so few star route 

markings are known. Even addresses with the star route included 
are seldom seen.

Since I wrote this article, I became aware of an article by 
Charles A. Fricke in the Oct. 4, 20�0, Linn’s Stamp News. It il-
lustrates a star route-related handstamp marking on a July �0, 
�926 picture postcard. The handstamp on the postcard reads, 
‘San Bernardino, Cal., Alderland, Star Route.’ This find tells us 
that star route markings from cities other than Salem, Ohio are 
out there to be found.

This (my) article first appeared in the March 14, 2011 Linn’s 
Stamp News.
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‘TEST’ Mystery Solved
by Thomas Breske

A cover hand stamped ‘TEST’ in green ink was shown by 
Merle Farrington in the July 2009, Issue #23 of Auxiliary Markings 
on page ��.  It turns out that the word “TEST” is an abbreviation  
for “Testimonial” which was noted by the Brooks Appliance Co., 
manufactures of medical appliances (trusses and supports).  

In an auction box lot I acquired �8 additional manila envelopes, 
most with contents all proclaiming their rupture/hernia was cured. 
Further confirmation of the nature of these letters and envelopes 
is the wonderful trial order blank found in one of my envlopes 
and illustrated below. 

  A copy of a typical letter of testimonial associated with a �952 

envelope is found on the next page. It is typical of the testimonials 
that accompany the envelopes. It reads: “Dear Sir: / Thanks to the 
Brooks / appliance our little Boy doesn’t have to wear a rupture 
suport / any more. We ordered to / Trusses and he is completely 
/ well he hasn’t had to wear / a truss for a year now. I sure / hope 
that this letter will be of some / help to others. The Dr. all told / 
us that he would have / to have an operation. But we heard about 
Brooks Appliance / and tried it and now / he is well thanks to 
Brooks / appliance.”

My covers date from April �920 to August �960 all with the 
hand stamped date (front and back) and ‘TEST’ or ‘TEST.’ in 
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green, black or purple ink, in 3 different 
sizes. Associated with the word ‘Test’ was 
a receiving number and usually some ad-
ditional manuscript comment concerning 
the testimonial’s contents. 

The earliest return envelopes were 
addressed to C.E. Brooks, Sec’y but 
starting about �930 were changed to H.C. 
Brooks, Mgr. 

 Merle’s example was dated March 3, 
�9�7, and was marked with the number 
7582. Tony Wawrukiewicz has a June 6, 
�9�9, example annotated with the number 
9�04. Working backwards, using the num-
ber of the testimonials, it would appear 
that the company began business in and 
around �906-7. 

The Wawrukiewicz example illus-
trated below was mailed around June 
�9, �9�9, just before the war rate period 
ended for first-class mail. It was short 
paid �¢ and was ‘Held for Postage.’ The 
additional manuscript annotation on this 
letter reads: “PS. we can furnish / all 
new bands for only / $�.75, this includes 
buckles.”

The next example is also from the collection of Tony 
Wawrukiewicz. This circa August �, �94�, testimonial letter/en-
velope demonstrates a rather interesting movement through the 
mails. I believe that it originated in Coldwater, MI, but was noted 

to be unpaid in Toledo, OH. Therefore, it was ‘Held for Postage’ 
there and on receipt of the 3¢ due was forwarded on to H.C. 
Brooks, Mgr, ‘This is the mail for which / you sent postage’. The 
testimonial comments were “#39844” and “cure.”

The May 6, �952, example below is the envelope associated 
with the “BROOKS TRIAL ORDER BLANK” and the testimonial 
letter shown above. On the envelope is noted that this is testimonial 
“#55907” and “child cured” in script.  

It is true that the documentation in this article makes it clear 
that the handstamp ‘TEST’ and the associated manuscript mark-
ings are not auxiliary markings in the sense usually considered 
in our newsletter. On the other hand, before we could understand 
what they really represented, some detective work was required 
to prove they were not, and the results of this effort need docu-
menting here. (Editor note: I couldn’t agree more. These are neat 
covers that were not understood until Tom made an effort to bet-
ter understand them and then was willing to share his finds and 
knowledge with us.)
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The Search for Bem(?) Olmstead
by Norman Elrod

When a �9�4 resident of Dwight, Illinois sent a post card advis-
ing the lack of work in his town to a friend in Coldwater, Michigan  
he assumed there would be no difficulty delivering the post card 
since he added “in care of Fran Hills” beneath the address.  

However, the auxiliary marking applied at the Coldwater Post 
Office indicated mail carriers had to search their routes for Bem 
Olmstad before the card could be delivered. The card is shown 
actual size.

Coldwater is the county seat of Branch County, Michigan which had an estimated population 
of 25,605 residents at the time this card was mailed on May �, �9�4 from Dwight, Illinois.

‘Removed’
by Jerry Johnson

This a remarkable August �3, �9�3 cover where the ‘Removed’ 
auxiliary marking is driven by the announcement on the envelope. 
Apparently, this envelope from the Bureau of Pensions contained 
a pension check for the addressee. The addressee had apparently 

died or removed, or, being a widow, is believe to have remarried. 
Since the addressee was ‘Removed’, this marking was correctly 
placed on the envelope, and the check was returned to the Bureau 
of Pensions.


